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Figure 1 shows each possible pair of data bits is represented by a different phase angle
and figure 2 shows and example of a QPSK waveform. Because of QPSK, data.
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Figure 1 shows each possible pair of data bits is represented by a different phase angle
and figure 2 shows and example of a QPSK waveform. Because of QPSK, data.
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Canal+/Digital+ / MovieStar, Spain, Astra1@ 19' East, Seca Mediaguard. Canal+/
Digital+/MovieStar, Spain, Hispasat . The EMMs are specific to each subscriber, as
identified by the smart card in his. Nagravision, Conax, Viaccess, Cisco, Mediaguard (a.k.a.
SECA) are among the. . card · Television encryption · Viaccess · Videocipher · VideoGuard;
Pairing . SmartWi does not work with encryption systems using card pairing (i.e. NDS
Videoguard, Nagravision). It works equally . What I mean is that if you have a Mediaguard II
subscription card, then so do you need. Mediaguard I (made by SECA). Can I use my
SmartWi II Client Cards with a SmartWi LITE?. . The initial installation 'pairs' each client
card with the Master and this protects the signals. . (Multi 2), and Mediaguard (SECA) are
among the most commonly used CA systems. Astoncrypt 12 Channel Professional SECA
Mediaguard Conditional Access Module (CAM). Both new and unused.
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